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Idea: low returns for green stocks
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Pastor, Stambaugh, and Taylor (2021) develop a formal model: 



Findings
• For the Korean stock market between 2012-2020, 

• A green factor premium is negative
• Realized green factor returns recently shifted upward

• Green factor
• A long-short portfolio based on KCGS scores
• Alternative indexes for CO2 and total energy usage



Comment 1
• Better to show periodic returns than cumulative returns

• Cumulative returns are a price index
• Negative slope -> consistently negative periodic returns
• Flat segment -> no return
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Comment 2
• Theoretical dynamics Finding for Korea

• Was the upward shift caused by greater ESG attention?—but 
factor returns were already negative.

• A few possibilities: 1. Multiple waves, 2. “Nirvana”
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Comment 3
• “Nirvana” in Pastor, Stambaugh, and Taylor (2021)

• The following argument assumes further widening of ESG tastes 
and inconsistent with the equilibrium interpretation.

• (Conclusion) “As the implementation of the carbon neutral policy is in 
full swing, there is a chance that the stock returns of the Korean Green 
companies will show a positive excess return in the future.”
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If investors have equally strong ESG 
tastes, a green discount will disappear.



Comment 4
• Actual cashflow changes would not affect returns 

• (Conclusion) “Considering the fact that the Green factor return rises 
during the period when the greenhouse gas emissions of listed 
companies decline, we can infer that strengthening environmental 
policies may lead to decreasing stock returns of Brown companies due 
to the increased costs for controlling green-house-gas emissions.”

• Returns are driven by surprises, not by actual changes 
• To argue causality, better identification is needed.
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Comment 5
• Detail of the green factor?

• Table 3 shows KCGS scores vary by 
industry

• The robustness result with the 
industry-adjusted KCGS scores 
is assuring (Table 8)

• Still suspecting that the result can be 
driven by the industry performance for 
display, shipbuilding, banking, energy, 
software, medical, semiconductor, etc.

• Can you obtain similar results for top 
industry groups and bottom industry 
groups?
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Comment 6
• Sample period and size (2012-2020)

• 96-100 months
• Small for estimating asset pricing model

• Are the CO2 and total energy data available longer than KCGS?

• Can you observe a previous price adjustment period?
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Comment 7
• Need standard errors to tell whether changes in factor returns 

are statistically significant
• Tables 4, 5, 8
• Figures 1, 2, 3, 4
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Conclusion
• A nice paper that applies Pastor, Stambaugh, and Taylor’s study 

to the Korean stock market.
• Significantly negative green returns between 2012-2015, followed 

by smaller green returns
• The paper needs more careful interpretations
• Consider extending the sample period by using alternative green 

indicators
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